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Vertex Systems: 

Streamlined Solutions 

for Operational Excellence
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At Vertex Systems, our commitment is to provide 

cutting-edge solutions that simplify complex 

processes, elevate efficiency, and drive success for 

your business. Our suite of modules, each tailored to 

address specific operational challenges, is a testament 

to our dedication to innovation and excellence. As 

you explore our offerings, envision the transformative 

power these solutions can bring to your organization.

SYSTEMS
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VERTEX SOLVES FOR YOUR BIGGEST STAFFING CHALLENGES

Handling diverse cases efficiently while maintaining accuracy is a significant 

challenge for organizations. Vertex Case Manager streamlines case management 

processes, enabling seamless tracking, documentation, and analysis of cases for 

improved decision-making.

It offers a centralized platform to manage case information, automate workflows, 

and collaborate effectively among teams.

Case Manager

How Case Manager Can Benefit You:

Enter service time, note progress, and deliver 

support from the same page

Review and finalize entries by client, DSP, or service 

location

Upload and store documents into the database

View clients as a staff  person’s caseload or other 

agency-defined groupings

Produce system generated monthly, quarterly, or 

annual progress reports

Quickly generate demographic reports

Managing payroll for multiple clients can be complex and time-consuming. Vertex 

Client Payroll simplifies the payroll process, providing a comprehensive solution for 

accurate and timely client payroll management. It enables customizable payroll 

processing  and reporting for various client needs all while integrating with diverse 

systems, automates payroll tasks, and ensures compliance with ever-changing 

regulations, boosting efficiency and minimizing errors.

Client Payroll Manager

How Client Payroll Manager Can Benefit You:

Track prevailing wage rates and target dates for 

wage

Track hourly productivity ratings and automatically 

calculate average pay rates

Calculate sick/personal time off pay benefits based 

on qualified hours of work or attendance

Calculate health and welfare earnings
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VERTEX SOLVES FOR YOUR BIGGEST STAFFING CHALLENGES

Invoicing and billing inaccuracies can lead to revenue loss and client 

dissatisfaction. Vertex Billing offers a robust solution to streamline invoicing 

processes and ensure timely and precise billing. It provides a user-friendly 

interface for creating and managing invoices, automating billing cycles, and 

tracking payment statuses. Additionally, it enhances cash flow management, 

reduces billing errors, and improves client satisfaction through transparent 

and efficient billing practices.

Billing Manager

How Billing Manager Can Benefit You:
eFiling 

Budget management

Billing receivables analysis

Managing authorizations

Preparing billing invoices

Applying payments

Accurately tracking and managing Electronic Visit Verification (EVV) for 

home care services is essential but challenging. EVV Manager simplifies 

compliance by providing a reliable, user-friendly platform to verify caregiver 

visits electronically. Our Solution offers real-time verification of visits, 

GPS tracking, and secure documentation for home care agencies. It also 

enhances transparency, ensures compliance with regulations, and minimizes 

errors in caregiver service verification.

EVV Manager

How EVV Manager Can Benefit You:

Uses GPS coordinates to pinpoint arrival and departure

Tracks feedback of service

Ensures accurate and complete reporting

Ensures accurate billing

Rebilling, if necessary

Calculating proper number of 

units & dollars to bill
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VERTEX SOLVES FOR YOUR BIGGEST STAFFING CHALLENGES

Efficiently managing employee time and attendance while ensuring accuracy 

and compliance is critical for businesses. TIMEWORKSPLUS simplifies workforce 

management by offering a comprehensive solution for time and benefit 

tracking. This module facilitates employee time clocking and labor reporting. 

It also integrates seamlessly with payroll systems, enabling precise payroll 

processing, reducing administrative tasks, and improving overall workforce 

productivity.

TIMEWORKSPLUS

How TIMEWORKSPLUS Can Benefit You:

Biometric reader

Facial Recognition

Thermal Reader

Break Tracking

Schedule Enforcement

7-inch color Touchscreen

Secure Kiosk Mode

Tracking time and progress for vocational programs and projects can be complex 

and time-consuming. Vocational Time Manager streamlines time tracking and 

project management for vocational institutions. It provides a specialized platform 

to monitor and manage time spent on vocational activities, improving resource 

allocation and project outcomes. Features also include: detailed reporting,and 

efficient utilization of vocational program resources.

Vocational Time Manager

How Vocational Time Manager Can Benefit You:
Securely Collect Data

Electronically Record Times

Enforce Accountability

Avoid Errors 

Automate Earnings Calculation

Provide Accessibility 
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VERTEX SOLVES FOR YOUR BIGGEST STAFFING CHALLENGES

Simplifying time and attendance processes while ensuring accuracy and 

compliance remains a challenge for many organizations. Time Simplicity 

offers a user-friendly solution for efficient scheduling and time management. 

This solution simplifies employee scheduling, streamlines shift planning, and 

allows for easy adjustments and notifications while improving communication 

among teams, minimizes scheduling conflicts, and enhances overall workforce 

productivity.

Time Simplicity

How Time Simplicity Can Benefit You:

Schedule Planning

Schedule Changes

Schedule Enforcement

Optimize Use of Time

Automation

Schedule Access

Maintain Adherence

Managing payroll with accuracy, compliance, and efficiency is crucial for businesses. 

Vertex Payroll Manager offers a robust solution for precise payroll processing 

and tax compliance. This comprehensive solution does payroll management, tax 

calculations, and reporting functionalities. It also ensures compliance with ever-

changing regulations, automates payroll tasks, and integrates seamlessly with HR 

systems.

Vertex Payroll Manager

How Vertex Payroll Manager Can Benefit You:
Calculated shift and work type differentials

Labor distribution

Well-organized integration to general ledgers

Separate data per employer
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VERTEX SOLVES FOR YOUR BIGGEST STAFFING CHALLENGES

Streamlining financial processes and ensuring accurate financial management 

is essential for businesses. Vertex Financial offers a comprehensive suite for 

accounting, billing, and invoicing. It integrates various financial functions, 

providing real-time insights, customizable dashboards, and automated 

reporting. It also improves financial decision-making, compliance, and overall 

business performance.

Vertex Financial

How Vertex Financial Can Benefit You:

Verifying documentation

Managing authorizations

Calculation of the proper number 

of units and dollars to bill

Preparing billing invoices

Applying payments

Rebilling, if necessary

Efficiently managing production processes while maintaining quality standards 

is a significant concern for manufacturing units. Vertex Production optimizes 

production processes for enhanced efficiency and quality control. It offers tools 

for production planning, scheduling, inventory management, and quality control 

while having better resource allocation, minimizes waste, and enhances overall 

manufacturing productivity.

Vertex Production

How Vertex Production Can Benefit You:
Know if a job is underperforming in real time

Track jobs, steps, and time studies

Create sales and purchase-related documents

Follow order fulfillment and invoices
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VERTEX SOLVES FOR YOUR BIGGEST STAFFING CHALLENGES

We understand the challenges faced by organizations in navigating complex tasks such as electronic 

visit verification, time and attendance management, payroll processing, and financial management. 
Our suite of innovative solutions is meticulously crafted to address these challenges and empower 

your business with streamlined, user-friendly, and compliant tools. Talk to our team today to discuss 
which modules are a fit for your organization.

SYSTEMS

Vertex Systems delivers superior information management solutions and support services that help unlock the 

potential of human services organizations and maximize their ability to make a difference. Our vision is to be the 

premier and preferred provider of information management products and services to human services agencies. 

Get in touch with Vertex today to learn more about 

how we can help you maximize your staffing and 

improve care for those living with IDD.


